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INTRODUCTION
Despite increased exploration and production
activities in the country by both national oil
companies and private players, India depends on
imported crude to meet 75% of domestic demand.
As of April 1, 2009, India had total reserves of
775 million tonnes of crude oil and 1,074 billion
cubic meters of natural gas. Production of crude
oil has stagnated, but there have been a number
of naturalgas discoveries in India. With the
discovery of gas in the Krishna-Godavari basin
(KG basin), there has been a perceptible change
in the estimates of naturalgas reserves in India’s
sedimentary basin. Most of the new gas discov-
eries have been made by private players who have
bid for the exploration blocks under  the
Governmetn of India’s New Exploration Licensing
Policy (NELP).1
The spectrum of operations of refineries in India
ranges between basic distillations units to plants
having facilities for polymerization, reforming and
blending. The sulphur in the feedstock varies
widely depending on the source of the crude oil.
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This has an effect on the emissions. India needs
to import almost 30 percent of crude for
processing. The sulphur content of imported crude
ranges between 1.8 and 2.0 percent while that in
the Bombay High crude is about 0.2 percent.2

In India there are four  oil and gas sector entities
such as: i) Oil and Gas Integrated Companies
including Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
(HPCL), Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
(BPCL), Reliance Industries Ltd. (RIL), Essar
Oil Ltd. (EOL). ii) Exploration and Production
companies include Oil India Ltd. (OIL), Gujarat
State Petroleum Corporation Ltd. (GSPC), Cairn
India Ltd. iii) Refineries include Chennai
Petroleum Corporation Ltd.(CPCL), Bongaigaon
Refinery and Petrochemicals Ltd. (BRPL),
Numaligarh Refinery Ltd. (NRL), Mangalore
Refinery and Petrochemicals Ltd. (MRPL). iv)
Marketing Companies include Gas Authority of
India Ltd. (GAIL), Indraprastha Gas Ltd. (IGL),
Mahanagar Gas Ltd. (MGL).1

The basic pollutant in oil refineries is sulphur
dioxide. This can be liberated either from the fuel
or from the process. The crude oil is distilled and
the heavy fraction obtained is used as a fuel in*Author for correspondence
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the refining process. The emissions of sulphur
dioxide because of sulphur in the fuel are from
atmospheric distillation, vacuum distillation,
viscosity breaker unit, coking unit, cat cracker feed
heater and reformer heater.  The process
controlled emissions related to feed quality are
from Fluid Catalytic Cracker (FCC), Sulphur
Recovery Unit (SRU) and bitumen unit.2

Environmental impacts of oil and gas sector
The primary sources of atmospheric emissions from
oil and gas operations arise from flaring, venting
and purging gases, combustion processes such as
diesel engines and gas turbines, fugitive gases from
loading operations and tankage and losses from
process equipment, airborne particulates from soil
disturbance during construction and from vehicle
traffic and particulates from other burning sources,
such as well testing.3 Petrochemicals are derived
from primary fossil energy sources (crude oil,
natural gas and coal). Production of petrochemicals
involves energy intensive processes such as steam
cracking.4 The principal aqueous waste streams
resulting from exploration and production operations
are produced water, drilling fluids, cutting and well
treatment chemicals, process, wash and drainage
wastes, sewerage, sanitary and domestic waste,
spills and leakage, and cooling water.5-7

Potential impacts to soil arise from three basic
sources physical disturbance as a result of
construction, contamination resulting from
spillage and leakage or solid waste disposal and
indirect impact arising from opening access and
social change. Plant and animal communities may
also be directly affected by change in their
environment through variations in water, air, soil/
sediments quality and through disturbance by
noise, extraneous light and changes in vegetation
cover. Soil disturbance and removal of vegetation
and secondary effects such as erosion and
siltation may have an impact on ecological
integrity and may lead to indirect effects by
upsetting nutrient balances and microbial activity
in the soil. Impact due to potential emergencies
include spillage of fuel, oil, gas , chemicals and
hazardous materials, oil and gas well blowout,
explosions, fires(facility and surrounds),
unplanned plant upset and shutdown events,
natural disasters and their implications on
operations for example flood, earthquake, lighting
and war and sabotage.3

Environmental innovation
Innovation is the sequence of activities by which
a new element is introduced into a social unit,
with the intention of benefiting the unit, some
part of it,  or the wider society.8 Process
innovation and energy efficiency improvement
are among the key options to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in petrochemicals production.4 An
innovation is the implementation of a new or
significantly improved product (good or service),
or process, a new marketing method, or a new
organizational method in business practices,
workplace organization or external relations.
Innovation activit ies are all scientific,
technological, organizational, financial and
commercial steps which actually, or are intended
to, lead to the implementation of innovations.9

Innovations in technology could be product- or
process-level changes, while management
innovations could be in terms of the core business
model of the firm, its strategy, leadership styles,
or organizational culture.10

Environmental innovations range from devising
new techniques, products and services to
formulating and designing of new policies and
regulations having positive repercussions on the
environment.11 Technological innovation can
prevent or reduce the negative effect on the
environment of products and activities. Such eco-
innovation is a vital means of ensuring that
economic development is sustainable. As
government look for effective ways to combat
climate change and other negative environmental
impacts, eco-innovation can make it possible to
realize environmental objectives at lower cost
than would otherwise be the case.12 The 21st

century natural gas and oil industry is
supercharged by innovation and technology. It
has dramatically altered the manner in which oil
and gas reserves are identified, developed and
produced. Advancements in technology have
also improved environmental protection and
conservation of natural resources.13

Use of CNG as an automotive fuel is being
encouraged and propagated due to environmental
considerations in the cities, where gas is available.
These facilities are periodically reviewed, audited
and upgraded for continuous excellence. The
environment management systems at  the
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refineries,  pipelines and major  marketing
installations are certified under ISO14001
standards.14

There are certain benefits of sustainable
innovation with regards to environment such as
greenhouse gas emissions reduced, energy use
reduced or efficiency increased, hazardous
pollutants released in air, water or land reduced,
solid waste reductions, materials use reduced or
efficiency increased, supplier behavior influenced,
resulting in environmental benefits, natural
resources protected or restored.15

Technology selection in oil and gas sector in India
is increasingly being influenced by carbon audits
and credits and governmental mandates on
reduction of pollution. Technologies that do not
address the concern of global warming are bound
to lose relevance in due course and liable for
heavy taxation. Current trends point to increasing
use of hydro processing technologies for fuel
quality improvement, desulphurization, technolo-
gies for cleaner fuels, adoption of fuels rich in
hydrogen (or neat hydrogen itself), as well as
alternative renewable energy sources. Current
focus area for oil and gas sector include refining
technologies, lubricants technology, technical
services, fuel additives, bioremediation, and first
generation bio fuels. New focus area include
alternative energy sources, future energy sources,
petrochemicals and polymers, Nano- technology,
bio technology.20

METHODOLOGY
A questionnaire survey has been designed in order
to get an insight into innovations with respect to
environmental practices happening in the Indian
oil and Gas Sector.  127 senior executives, in the
oil and gas sector have participated in this study.
Most of them are locational heads of their plants.
Most of the executives are from the marketing
terminals and some are from the pipeline division.
We have chosen oil and gas sector majors – Indian
Oil Corporation Limited, Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Limited and Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Limited in order to complete our
survey. Given below are the 9 different kinds of
practices presented in tables on replacement of
lighting, energy efficiency, solar energy related
practices, rain water harvesting, water
management, bioremediation, plantation and

process optimization. These tables refer to the
environmental innovations along with the driver,
and benefits in the mentioned industry. The main
barriers and drivers have been consolidated and
presented in the findings section.
Renewable energy has emerged as one such niche
areas to make such environmental innovation a
reality. The approach here is to gradually replace
the traditional fossil fuel regime.23 Annual
investment was estimated $17 billion worldwide
in 2002, up from $ 6 billion in 1995 and cumulative
investment of $ 80 billion was made during the
period 1995 – 2002.24

  The lessons learnt from
different demonstrations of Renewable Energy
Technologies [RET] projects by 25 reveal that
with careful forward planning renewable energy
can provide far reaching economic, environmental,
and social benefits to people living in remote rural
areas in Bangladesh. The Indian Oil and Gas
Industry is slowly implementing various solar
projects as seen in Table 4 above  is a positive
step in environmental management.

RESULTS    AND   DISCUSSION
Several Initiatives have been taken by the
companies in improving their environmental
management and energy efficiency. Replacement
of lighting system with Compact Fluorescent
Lamps (CFL) and Lead Emitting Diode (LED)
were the initiative most undertaken with significant
saving in electricity bill. Only three initiatives were
mentioned in energy efficiency whereas Table 1
showcases several example of energy efficiency
by each company. May be the respondents were
not fully aware about the energy efficiency
measures being taken. Most companies reported
about the use of solar energy at significant cost
but with a payback period. Rain water harvesting
was reported by few companies. Several water
management measures about reuse, recycle of
water has been reported. Bioremediation of oily
sludge has been undertaken by few companies.
Composting of canteen waste is another low cost
initiative in progress. Tree plantation, bio fuel
plants cultivation and development of parks has
been started by companies. Table 2 to Table 10
Optimization and improvement in process led to
savings and better work environment. Table 11
and Table 12 give an overview of the drivers
and barriers to environmental initiatives in oil and
gas sector.
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Panipat refinery 18 Recipient of First prize-”National Energy Conservation
Award -2003" (Refineries Sector) from Ministry of
Power, consecutively for the second year.

Anil Raj Trophy for best improvement in Energy
Consumption during 2002-03, consecutively for the
3rd year.      

Only desulphurised fuel gas and
low sulfur fuel oil with Sulphur
content below 0.5% is used in
refinery furnaces.
Sulfur Recovery Plant helps in
reduction of Sulfur Dioxide
emission. There are 4 Sulphur

Haldia refinery 16 Provision of Hot Insulation on tanks in 700 tank
farm
Provision of High Efficiency and High Capacity
Centrifugal Air Compressor
Calcium Silicate insulation in Medium Pressure Low
Pressure steam header - Phase – III
Installation of Mechanical trap(Float type) in steam
outlet line of Boiler IV Steam coil Air pre heater

Haldia refinery has always
taken the lead to undertake
environmental improvement
programmes with respect to the
liquid effluent, air emission and
solid waste management.
Haldia refinery has well
established Environmental
Management System certified

Table 1 : Salient features of energy and environment management in few Indian
companies of oil and gas sector

Company Name Energy management Environment
management

Mathura
Refinery16

Installation of Air pre-heater (APH) in furnaces.

Provision of high efficiency burners.

Change of service in crude pre-heat circuit from
Sulphar Recovery to Light Vacuum Gas Oil for pre-
heat improvement

Additional condensate recovery at Propylene unit.

Yield and energy revamp of crude distillation unit in
Aug-Sep’ 04.

A full-fledged Environment
Protection (EP) cell having
qualified engineers exists to
deal with all environmental
issues. A well equipped
pollution control lab has also
been established to monitor
environmental performance on
day-to-day basis.

Reliance Industries
Limited16

In-house Optimizer in CPP to reduce fuel
Low Low Pressure Flare Gas Recovery

Installation of 2nd Effluent Desalter-Wash water
exchanger
Acid gas flare recovery

Reduction in emission of CO2
(Tons/Kilotons of Crude
processed) to 10.25
Reduction of plastic cup
consumption from 5.1 Lakh cup
(In 2000) per month to 3.2 Lakh
(2003) per month
Products and services are
designed, manufactured and
delivered with minimal environ-
mental impact. Have developed
several cross-functional teams
that review and recommend a
wide range of product and
process improvements, which
include product safety, industry
participation and association,
environment and safety labeling,
ease of handling and managing
products, waste reduction,
recycling and reuse, use of
recycled and recyclable pack-
aging, energy conservation and
environmental protection.17
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Hindustan Petro-
leum Corporation
Limited (HPCL) 16

Adoption of co-generation principle for generation of
steam / power, etc. which includes installation of
Fludized Catalytic Cracker Unit Boiler

Continuous on-line monitoring of quality of critical
products / streams

Ultrasonic Flare meters have been provided to measure
the flow rates as well as molecular weights of different
hydrocarbons going to the flare. This helps to identify
the source, type and quantity of hydrocarbon going
to flare.

Mass flow meters have been installed in various
furnaces / heaters for monitoring individual furnace
fuel consumption.

CCTV for round-the-clock viewing / controlling of flare
stack has been installed in both refineries.

Aerobic Vermi Bacterial (AVB)
system for treating 200kgs per
day of canteen waste has been
commissioned.

In March 2010, Mumbai refinery
completely switched from
Naphtha to Regasified Liquid
Natural Gas (RLNG) as feed to
reformer in Hydrogen Unit and
firing of all the furnaces in
DHDS complex. Some other
advantages of using RLNG
instead of Naphtha are:

Hydrogen yield is around 20%
higher

Savings in demineralised water
and steam

Increased catalyst life and
reformer fuel savings

Lower steam consumption for
reforming reactions due to
lighter hydrocarbons

recovery unit.2 no. of 115 TPD
and 2 no. of 225 TPD. Two
Sulphur recovery Unit always
remain in operation to keep the
environment clean. 
Refinery a zero effluent
discharge refinery
500 acres of land around
Refinery has been developed as
Green Belt and Ecological Park.
Around five lakh trees already
planted.

1st position in Jawaharlal Nehru Centenary award:
2001-02 by Centre for High Technology for best
performance in energy consumption.

Indian Oil Flare gas recovery system

Step less control of DHDT & CRU MUG Compressors

Vent gas recovery from VDU-II

Pre heat improvement in CDU by increasing pump
around, optimizing top reflux along with maximizing
ATF production

Revamp of bitumen unit with Butrox technology

Indian oil’s R&D centre at
Faridabad is currently engaged in
a slew of new research initiatives
covering low carbon refining
technologies; petroche-micals
and polymers; nanotech-nology;
biotechnology; hydrogen fuel;
gasification of coal; petcoke and
biomass; solar energy; shale oil
and gas hydrates.
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GE oil and gas 22 GE oil and gas and Triveni engineering and industries
limited (Triveni) signed a joint venture (JV) agreement
to design, manufacture, supply, sell and service
advanced technology steam turbines in India in the
above 30 to 100MW range for power generation
applications in the Indian and worldwide markets.

Table 2 : Survey results of initiatives towards replacement of lighting

S/N Replacement of lighting Driver Benefit         Approx. Cost in Rs.
Replacement of indicator lamp
bulb  to LED type

1 Frequent fusing of lamps
giving wrong information
on status of panels and
availability of equipments

More reliable indicat-
ors and longer life

Initial cost more but
offset by longer life.

Conservation of energy by
conversion of  lamps into
compact fluorescent lamp
(CFL) lamps in building and
offices (Implemented in 9
different Plants)

2 Conservation of electrical
energy

Reduction of electri-
cal bill by 60%.

Under implement-
ation for all units
(Approx. 1.5 lakhs
location, unit, office.

Conversion of  Fluorescent
Lamps (FL) into CFL lamps in
building and sheds

3 Plant group officials and
canteen contractor in
coordination with plant
group

Rs. 1.5 lakhs per
annum per plant

However cost of CFL
is more than FL, but
payback in1-1.5 yr

Replacement of 100/40 w
bulbs/tubelights with energy
saving bulbs of 18WC.
Approx 400 units replaced.

4 Benefited in less
power consumption

30000 per year

Use of compact fluorescent
lamp (CFL) lamps

5 Reduction in  electrical
energy

Rs . 1 . 7 5 l a k h s p e r
annum

Rs.80000/-

Replacement of sodium vapor
lamps in high mast towers with
light-emitting diode
(LED) fittings (3 plants)

6 Government programs for
changing over to energy
efficient fittings and
appliances

The energy efficient
LED gives an ROI in
2 ½  years

Rs.4.5 lakhs

Lighting system regulator7 Usage of electricity with
respect to requirement

Load planned in such
a manner that PF for
last one year always: 99

Rs.1.0 lakhs  a year

Petrol pumps COCO at
Angamaly 45 km away from
Kochi, has a colorful spread of
flora and fauna and the
prevailing peace with the
salubrious elements of nature.
It is not just the ideal place to
watch some of the rare species
of butterflies and a variety of
living organisms, but it also lead
by example and eco movement
for others to follow.20

Replacement of gas AC compressor with vapour
absorption machines (VAM) in thermal power stations
(TPS) main control room (MCR) and administration
building

Replacement of GLS lamps with CFLs.19
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Table 3 : Survey results of initiatives towards energy efficiency

S/N Replacement of lighting Driver Benefit        Approx. Cost in Rs.

Stopping of running DG set
for emergency lighting during
power shut down by using
invertors for lighting during
night

1 Control in pollution Rs. 2.0 lakhs/-

2 Reduction in compressed air
consumption  and in light
energy consumption

Through energy audit
outcome

Reduction in energy
consumption per unit
production

Investment
Rs. 8.0 lakhs/-

3 Replacement off  PCV with
ECV at Sabarmati (pneumatic
valve replaced by electrical
value)

Ground level workforce,
local and regional
management

1.Energy consumption
reduced by approx.
Rs 2.7 lakh per
annum.

2.Reduction in main-
tenance by  redun-
dancy of compre-
ssors etc

Rs.3 lakhs
(fabrication cost
only)

Table 4 : Survey results of Initiatives towards use of Solar Energy and Wind Energy

S/N  Replacement of lighting Driver Benefit         Approx. Cost in Rs.
Installation of solar water
heater

1 Savings in electricity
bills

Rs. 40,000/-

2 Use of solar  energy for
station building and for
lighting Roads

Energy saving, usage
of nonconventional
energy, to be
environmental friendly

Saving in fuel energy
cost, less emissions and
more carbon credits

Rs. 25-30 lakhs.

3 Solar : air drier and solar hot
air sealing unit

Cost of power and
abundant solar power

Non- renewable energy
– used at plant

solar air drier- Rs 2.20
lakhs, Rs 0.80 lakhs –
refunded by MNRE-
DA,  GOI Solar hot air
sealing unit- Rs 3.50
lakhs- to be  refunded
by MNREDA, GOI

Saving in energy cost ,
more carbon credits

4 Wind power tapping for
energy in distr ict Kutch
Gujarat

Use of alternative
resources

The part of energy is
used for catering needs
of the installation in
Gujarat state  and rest is
utilized by GEB (Gujarat
Electricity Board)

-
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Table 5 : Survey results of initiatives towards rain water harvesting

S/N Rain water harvesting Driver Benefit           Approx. Cost in Rs.
1 To preserve rain water.

The yield of water
increased.    Ground
water replenishment,
approximately. 8000
KWH saving in 1 year.

.

2 Rain water harvesting

Employees. SIC and Co
workers.  Stagnant water
during peak monsoon/
low water table.

Recharge of ground
water

Rs. 8.0 lakhs/P.A/
Rs. 4.5 lakhs/-

        To save water

4 Rain water harvesting plant.
Installed scheme at  BKPL,
KNP terminal

Top Management To purify the rain
water collected from
big roofs and use it in
garden and soil

Rs. 1.30 lakhs.

3 The rain water of building is
collected through pipe and
collected in tank (underg-
round) used for fire fighting
and horticultural purpose

Save the money paid
to corporation. Redu-
ction in  contam-
ination of water, by
mixing in ground
water

Water purchased from
market

5 Rain water harvesting system Water table was very low
at site

Water which can be
used for various uses

Rs. 30000

6 Rain water harvesting Cost saving and reduction
of work load

Use of rain water in
installation process

4 lakhs saving
occurred

7 Rain water harvesting Improving ground water
level

Very low Rs. 20,000/
to Rs. 25,000/-

8 Providing rain water
harvesting facilities

The existing bore well was
becoming non- yielding

Availability of ground
water increased

Rs. 10 lakhs/-

Table 6 : Survey results of initiatives towards water management
S/N Water Management Driver Benefit            Approx. Cost in Rs.

Use of conveyed water  from air
conditioning system (moisture
from atmosphere) to use as
battery and jacket cooling water

1 Water is purchased
from market

Free of cost water
from existing AC
Plants.

Cost, availability of DM/
distilled water

Utilization of canal water for fire
hydrant system in one location

2 Safety standard requir-
ements could be met NADue to space constraints,

water requirement was
also insufficient

Water emptied (say capacity of
2000KL) from fire water tank,
while taking up cleaning is let
into well

3 Ground water recharged,
huge  quantity (approx
2000 kiloliters) let into
earth and is not wasted

Rs 10000/- (Depends
upon distance and
fire water tank)

MGR terminal in state of
Tamil Nadu

Recycling of water  during
storage tank cleaning and
Testing- using same water for
all tanks without wastage

4 Water recycling reduces
additional expenditure
on excess of water.
Saving Rs. 20,000/-

-Safety officer in the plant

Water balance5 Shortages of water Ideas and details
supplied to few LPG
location plants for
implementation.

Depleting water level

Rain water harvesting. Rs.3.5 lakhs

Rs. 50000/-
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Use of treated water of ETP
for lawn watering

7 Not measuredPrevention of water
wastage

Revamping of water supply
system for all area of the plant

8 Availability of portable
water in all areas round
the clock

               Self

Recirculation of water in
cooling tower.  Reduce fresh
water consumption through
recycling effluents after
treatment.

9 Reduction in usage of
water and ability to
adhere to CPCB
[Central Pollution
Control Board] norms

-

Water resister. Water conser-
vation through 4 R’s.

10 Reduction in
consumption

Rs. 150000/- per
annum

To monitor  water
consumption

Table 7 : Survey results of initiatives towards Bioremediation
S/N Bioremediation Driver Benefit                   Approx. Cost in Rs.

Bioremediation of oil waste
i.e. sludge

1 Intangible- prevention
of water pollution

Initial cost for
preparations,
Rs. 25,000/

Oil waste is hazardous
hence safe disposal is
required

Bio degradation  process for
waste disposal by oil zapper

2 Cost effective, environ-
ment friendly

7000@per kl sludgeTo be Environment
friendly

Table 8 : Survey results of initiatives towards canteen waste management
S/N Canteen waste Management Driver Benefit                    Approx. Cost in Rs.

Office canteen waste management.
Compost from canteen wastage

1 All canteen waste is
collected in a   pit and
allowed to decompose
and the same applied in
the office garden as
manure.

Very negligible
cost for preparing
the proper pit

To arrange something
to manage the
generated canteen
waste product

s

Recycling of canteen waste,
vegetables cuts, green leaves
clipping into compost manure

2 Good waste managem-
ent leading to environ-
mental cleanliness and
good house keeping

Rs. 30,000/--

Table 9 : Survey results of initiatives towards plantation
S/N              Plantation Driver Benefit                    Approx. Cost in Rs.

Sapling of plant around the
pipeline row in the villages and in
the unused land

1 Good environment --

Plantation of Jatropa plants (seeds
used for  Bio Fuel )

2 - Rs. 10,000/-PCRA Support

KIDS rose garden – planting by
kids

3 Fresh essence of rose
flowers/ beautification
and several environmen-
tal /benefits of plants

Rs. 20000/-To create awareness
for  protection of
environment among
children

Installation of level switches
in overhead water tank to stop
wastage of water

6 Automatic starting and
tripping of water pump
thus eliminating possibility
of over flowing of water

    Wastage of water

Sludge disposal by
bioremedial process by using
oil zapper bacteria

3 - --

Rs. 7000/-

Rs. 18000/-

Rs.10/- lakhs

Rs. 60000/-
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8 Reduced maintenance
cost with very long life.

10% higher than
providing MS
gratings

Highly corrosive
and polluted
atmosphere at
Ankleshwar.

Tree plantation along pipeline4 Better  relation with
villagers  improving the
atmosphere

Rs. 1000/-To Protect
environment

Developed herbal park in plant
with swing for  workers and
conducting raining.

5 Environment friendly
learning

Rs. 15,000/-
       Self

Project earth (greening of the
planet)

6 600 trees planted, 6 acres
of lawn, one herbal
garden, zero discharge,
greentech gold award.

Rs. 25000/-

Top management

S/N Process optimization Driver Benefit                    Approx. Cost in Rs.

Provision for bypass pipeline for
turbine ,  meter and strainer  made
using retr ieved serviceable
materials

1 By slight modification
piping hot job in site
could be avoided and by-
pass line was provided
by welding piping
outside and connecting
through flange
connection. Retrieved
pipes and valves was
used for the purpose

-To avoid problems
of delivery in case
of choking of
strainer

Energy efficiency /process
optimization

2 Re-distribution of loads,
energy efficient lamps
saving 10% of
expenditure reduced,

Rs. 40 LakhFrequently
fluctuation of
power / tripping of
MCB’s (Miniature
Circuit Breaker)

Table 10 : Survey results of initiatives towards process optimization

Changing orientation of foam
flooding line in pump station

3 Compliance of OISD
guidelines and
enhancement of safety
and environment.

Rs.1.75 LakhPoint emerged in
safety cum
technical audit

Capping or covering the Motor
Operated Valve (MOV) actuator
indicator rod with transparent
acrylic tube

4 To prevent water entry
and enhancing the life of
actuator

--

Revision of set pointer for station
office

5 Efficient use of energy nilEnhanced product-
ion at station

Optimum utilization of pumping
units.
Use of Drag Reducing Agent
(DRA) to increase pumping rate.

6 Flow rate increased by 20
with use of DRA. For
every MT of crude oil
pumped from Paradip port
to Haldar, cost is reduced
of  Rs  462/MT.

Normal pumping
rate of was 37000
MT/  day was
increased to 44400
MT/day

-

7 Online automatic cylinder
purging unit

Increase the rate of
purging of cylinder from
200 cyl/hr

Rs.0.50 lakhTop management
commitment

Usage of aluminum chequered
plates instead of MS gratings
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9 Pneumatically operating soap
solution mixing unit

20% saving in terms of
consumption of grease.
Improvement in house-
keeping

Rs. 10,000/-

Top Management

10 Preventing the venting of  LPG Environment
protection and saving
of  bulk  LPG, approx
800kg/day

Rs. 3.0 lakh-

11 Modification of M&P (Modalities
and Procedure) scale to fill 47.5 kg
cylinders

Commissioned on
time & satisfied the
customer with supply
on time

Rs. 2.0 lakhMarket demand

12 Effective salvaging of SC caps Reduction of SC cap
consumption from 4%
of production to
0.75% of production

NIL. Done through
awareness
programme

-

13 Automatic purging unit Ensures 100%
purging without any
human error or
willingness (non

Rs.1.8 lakhIn the manual system
the willingness and
accuracy of the
worker was
significant

14 Disposal of slop from ship to
refinery for recycling and avoiding
environmental pollution

Safe and sound
procedure

Depends on
volume of oil
extracted and
refined

I0C  (MD), Haldia
installation

15 Synchronization of generator By synchronization-
operating 2X 160 KVA
generator meets
power requirement:
delay free operations,
T/W unloading no
demurrage, the
loading continuous

No cost involved/
saved Rs.
15,00,000/-  year

Force to shutdown
the loading when
power went off for
2hrs

16 Control on leakage from siding
headers at Allahabad terminal

Reduction in product
loss (tangible may be
few but intangible are
many), environment
safety

Rs. 50,000/-Plate Non return
Valve (NRV’s)
installed in pipelines
from siding to
storage tanks

There is a lot of cost savings involved in many of
the projects. One of the major benefits of energy
efficiency and change of lighting practices is
conservation of electrical energy and reduction
of electrical bill by 60%.  The main benefit of rain
water harvesting schemes is the recharge of the
ground water and hence the availability of ground
water increased. Many changes have led to better
environmental management and also better safety
management in the plants. Some practices and
changes have led to substantial cost savings and
enhanced productivity

Barriers
In our study some of the main barriers identified
by the senior officers for implementation of
various new environmental initiatives are given
in the table below.
Our survey results are slightly different from
the earlier surveys. For example the top two
barriers to innovation in new or improved basic
chemical processes identified by the European
Community Innovation Survey I (CIS I) were
high costs of innovation and a lack of financial
resources.26
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Table 11 : A summary of barriers to environmental innovations in companies

The  LUX efficiency of fittings and flame proofness of the LED fittings and its life.

Reluctance to change, time taken to sell the idea and get approvals

Opposition from Union

One time single investment and return over a period or 15 years

Application never tried in any plant and hence mental blocks

For rain water harvesting one of the fears was that the water harvested could be of poor quality.
No  experts available and hence sticking to old techniques

Space constraints

For bioremediation one of the barriers was the resistance from the regulatory authorities (Central
Pollution Control Board) to give approval

Table 12 : A summary of drivers to environmental innovations in the companies
Top management commitment
Operation department as the motivator for change
Frequently fluctuation of power / tripping of MCB’s
Wastage of water is one of the main drivers for the water conservation schemes
Stagnant water during monsoon/low water table motivation for rain water harvesting
Energy audit has been given as one of the motivators for energy efficiency measures, Saving in
energy cost , more carbon credits
Safety cum technical audits
To enhance production at site
Cost of power & abundant solar power carbon credits is the driver for solar power projects.
Employees. Site Incident Commander workers.

Drivers
One the main driver emerging from the study is
top management. This is in tune with the earlier
study.27-29 In this study done on various kinds of
industries in India, among the driving forces behind
adoption of cleaner technologies, top management
ranked first, followed by better safety and health,
efficiency drive and Government regulations in
that order.

CONCLUSION
Companies in the petroleum sector in India are
committed to conducting business with a strong
commitment to environment and sustainable
development, safe workplaces and enrichment
of the quality of life of their  employees,
customers and the community at large. Best
procedures and practices of the industry are in

place at all operating units and installations to
take care of safety, occupational health and
environmental hazards. As improvement in
environmental practices can help companies in
so many ways, it is important for high pollution
intensive sector like the oil and gas sector to
come out with various incentives for better
environmental management so that the industry
aims towards zero discharge and zero emissions.
From this study it can concluded that a lot of
initia tives are being taken to improve
environmental management practices in the Oil
and Gas Industry of India.
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